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Inside Beauty Most people think that beauty is only skin deep. Meaning that 

a person is only beautiful by their outside appearance such as weight, 

height, hair length, or face complexion. Most people do not think pay 

attention to the important characteristics that make and mode a person. 

They feel that beauty is based on appearance alone. I on the other hand 

think differently. Beauty is all about what is on a person's insides. Inside 

beauty consists of the person's love for themselves, their love for others, and

finally their personality. These characteristics help shape a beautiful person. 

Being beautiful means knowing that you are beautiful. Not allowing others to

put you down by making you think or feel that you are not beautiful. A 

beautiful person, in my eyes, loves the person that they are and will be. They

accept who they are no matter what others say or do. They value their life 

and cherish each breath taken. A beautiful person does not try to change 

themselves because of what others think or say. Beauty requires having self 

respect. Displaying self respect shows that you love your body, your mind, 

your spirit, and your soul. They carry themselves in a respectable manner. 

Beautiful people think, say, and do positive things and try to stay away from 

negativity. Being able to love others as well as your self is also another way 

of displaying beauty. A beautiful person notices the beauty in someone else 

as well as themselves. Showing generosity to others, even to those that 

mistreat you is a beautiful thing. Showing love to others take courage and 

sometimes strength when the person is not treating you how you should be 

treated. Being kind hearted and helping others who are less fortunate than 

you shows your beauty as well. Giving your will to help whether its saying 

something nice or doing something nice also displays your beauty. Having a 
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personality that makes every one love you is beautiful. Finally, a beautiful 

person has an amazing personality. A person that is well liked and laid back 

demonstrates that they can be loving, fun, and cool to be around. A person 

being easy going and a person that someone can talk to at a time of need is 

beautiful. A person that makes someone else's life a joy is beautiful. Making 

someone feel loved and needed is definitely showing beauty. A person is 

beautiful to me when they love themselves, love others, and have an 

amazing personality. Beauty is more than just appearance, it is how a person

carries themselves in the inside. Knowing and accepting their beauty, 

acknowledging someone else's beauty, and finally having a personality that 

allows others to feel beautiful and see their beauty. 
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